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Daventry District Council
• Daventry District is a large,
mainly rural area of 257
square miles in the west of
Northamptonshire.
• It is the largest district in
the county but, after Corby,
has the second smallest
population, with
approximately 78,000
residents - the majority of
whom live among the
district's 78 villages.
• The district has one town Daventry.

Approved Cold Stores
• Just 1. Privately owned. Used by 7 food
brokers and a number of companies for food
distribution. No prior history.
• A truly global product including Wagyu (Kobe)
beef, ostrich steaks and some out of date
food. Actually a lot of out of date food.
• We had inspected it 18 months ago as a D,
and DDC use it to store samples for
prosecutions (e.g. Illegal farm slaughter)

Brixworth cold stores

The story begins
• 31/1/14. FSA calls DDC and asks for an Authorised
Officer to attend the cold store and use Reg 10 powers
(FS&H(E) Regs 2013) to detain some burgers for
speciation testing (TSO’s don’t have detention powers)
Detention power exists for 853 premises and
processes.
• Some reboxed – redated burgers had been found by a
Vet at an approved meat cutting plant. 100,000 were
being stored at this Cold Stores, and about 70,000 at
other cold stores around UK. The burgers may have
been implicated in the Horse gate scandal. They were
more than 2 years old.

What was it
• Moo

• Moo neigh

So TS took samples for speciation and we waited, and waited, and ….

Any idea what this is?

No, nor did we, but it was gone by the next day when we went
to have a look (possibly MSM / MRM)

The burgers
• Came from Company Z, 2
years before.
• Z had closed down and
been absorbed by another
company.
• They were being reboxed
and new BBFE dates applied
locally (under FSA’s
enforcement remit)

• I cooked one
• It was like tasteless
cardboard
• There were hints of
rancidity
• They defrosted pink.
• Trading standards
speciation tests took 5
weeks to come back

In the mean time
• We started to investigate all the other food
that Company A had in the cold store, as well
as 4 other food brokers.
• It was cold in the cold store? (-22 degs C in the
air flow)
– Very very cold in a fluoro cold weather jacket.
– So the boss did a risk assessment and bought 3
officers some PPE.

Working in a harsh environment
• We spent 3 weeks (2 of us) in the cold stores at -22
to -25 degs C (plus with Trading standards)
• Pens – they freeze up in minutes
– So use a pencil but legitimacy of PACE notes?

• Cold store suits
– We were in there for 3-4 hours at a time for 11 days

• Traceability
– The cold stores do not own the food, and they have limited
information. What they do have is hardly useful

Cold enough for you

Is this what
Ed means by
‘the Daventry
way?’

Arp

We found
• A lot of pork (1 tonne pigs trotters, 500kg of pigs in
blankets, 385 kg pork sides) without health marks.
• A lot of food past its ‘use by date’ – discussed later
• No marks on bags/boxes so no evidence as to
provenance
• Freezer burned foods (lots of it)
• Temperature abused foods – frosty slabs

We found
• Inappropriate wrappings leading to food
deterioration
• Meat overrun with A supermarkets BRANDED
labelling (a no-no), with some of the Brand markings
and dates removed
• ‘Mixed and Misc’ pallets – means ‘mess’
• Mixed up pallet loads – says pork luncheon meat
trim on the manifest which means 50% peperoni
pizza in reality

Notices everywhere.
• In the end I signed off 17 Detention Notices
over the 3 week period covering 172 pallets of
food. We inspected every pallet (all 800+)
thoroughly (look for layers of food)
• We used the cold stores numbering system.
• We told the stores that if some men with iron
bars turned up, let them have the food.

Are Brokers criminals
• Yes some are, criminal acts are being carried out
• One broker took a lorry load of clear-out from one
cold store and put it into this cold store. He was told
that it was Cat 3 animal by product. There was no
traceability, no money changed hands (allegedly!).
He had an interview under caution.

• We found some ‘beef fat trim’ (36 cases) (low
value)
• On opening the case it turned out to be 70VL
beef (high value)
• It had not been paid for as VL trim, but as fat.
• Someone was working a con, cash in hand?
• Many pallets were ‘mixed’ and ‘misc’
Lesson: do not accept what it says on labels/ manifest

Bruce's Higher or Lower game
• Broker purchasing philosophy ‘buy low - sell
high!’ So how much do you think they paid
for this lot?
– Ham trim
– Faggot trim
• Pork and Stuffing
• Pork and Egg
• Luncheon meat

– Corned beef trim
– Chicken

The Price is Right!
• So how much do you think they paid for this
lot?
– Ham trim = 50p per kg (75p premium)
– Faggot trim = 35p per kilo
• Pork and Stuffing
• Pork and Egg
• Luncheon meat

– Corned beef trim = 75p per kilo
– Chicken = £2.00 to 3.00

The return is even better!
• So how much do you think they SOLD it for?
– Ham trim = 50p/75p per kg SELLS FOR £2.70 –
3.25 per Kg
– Faggot trim = 35p per kilo SELLS FOR £2.00 per Kg
• Pork and Stuffing; Pork and Egg; Luncheon meat

– Corned beef trim = 75p per kilo - SELLS FOR £2.00
per Kg
– Chicken = £2.00 to 3.00 – sells for +25%

The value
11 pallets of corned beef trim ends, low quality & of low
sale value - £1.80 per kg, weighing 3629.50kg = £ 6532.20
100,000 beef burgers (reworked) value 20p each = £20,000
36 pallets of chicken roll logs, frozen before use by date on
site. 15766kg at 2.50 per kg = £39,400 (later extended by
the original consignor.
3 Pallets of beef trim 85VL – cost per kilo - £6.30 (109 cases
at 22.5kg avge = 2453kg) value £15,450
So 58 pallets was worth around £81,382k, we had an 800
pallet cold store and detained:

172 pallets
Around £245k (ish) worth of food in 3
weeks.

Extending the foods life
• The pragmatic approach:
– Its raw meat, does not need a use by date (although MOST
did have a use by date). Get an extension from the
consignor.
– Complex foods –eg processed meats that were being sold
on to pie and samosa processors – we again asked for
extension by consignor letters & released to that purpose
– RTE foods. Micro by the owner or by us, and risk
assessment of intended use. Voluntary disposal if poor.
– It had no health mark, use by date or the labels removed –
Woof woof.

When is a use by date NOT a use
by date
• Torfaen Case
– A use by date only applies to food that will be in a
state to be used by the FINAL CONSUMER.
– Imported meats have BBE dates, UK raw meats
often have ‘Use by’ (why (Cl.botulinum?)
– The Torfaen case says use by dates are cardinal
when displayed. Problem – producers putting use
by dates on low perishability foods.
– Lets talk rancidity in meats!

Rancidity
Much of this meat was rancid.
• Knife test (defrosted)
• Boil test (defrosted)
• Public analyst
– Results – right on the borderline of rancidity. Not
condemned, put back into the food chain for
cheap burgers.

Can EHP’s enhance their meats skill
set?
• Army importation of food in far off places; arrives
frozen , EHP has limited time to determine whether
to accept it : Answer. The boil test. Sniff the steam!
• Knife plunge test; in a bit, out and sniff – wash. In a
bit further, remove and sniff.
• Our 85VL was rancid on the outside, the inside was
OK. So it could be trimmed.
• Public analyst Free Nitrogen test

Cheap Burgers
• So very nearly almost unfit meat was being
targeted at the poorest members of our
society.
• Did you know that once frozen a meat
preparation cannot be defrosted and refrozen
(853). So they ground up the burgers frozen,
mix them with fresh meat and store them
ambient for sale (at football matches!).

Steaks – and their status?

Freezer burn?

Releasing/disposing of the food
• Powers
– S9 Food Safety Act – Not of the substance, nature or
quality demanded by the purchaser
• Substance: TS matter for adulteration
• Nature – TS Matter
• Quality – a matter of ?
– Reg 29 – produced, process or DISTRIBUTED
– Reg 10 - detention for examination (once examined)

Food which has not been produced, processed or
distributed in accordance with the Hygiene
Regulations
29. (1) On an inspection of any food, an authorised officer of an enforcement
authority may certify that it has not been produced, processed or
distributed in compliance with the Hygiene Regulations.

(2) Where any food is certified as mentioned in paragraph (1) it shall be

treated for the purposes of section 9 of the Act as failing to
comply with food safety requirements.
(3) Where any food certified as mentioned in paragraph (1) is part of a
batch, lot or consignment of food of the same class or
description, all the food in the batch, lot or consignment shall, until it is
proved that it has been produced, processed or distributed in compliance
with the Hygiene Regulations, be treated for the purposes of paragraph (2) as
having been so certified.

Meats life before the Cold Stores

Dubious Practices by FBO’s
• The extra pallets (the push off!), the food factory throws in
whatever it wants to make up a lorry load, no idea of what’s
coming.
• The ‘Hobsons Choice Deal’ – you must have this (corned beef
trim) to take that (chicken trim)
• The ‘add in’ throwing some more stuff into a dolav (a what) a
big 1 meter cube blue plastic box. They often weigh the dolavs
when they arrive at cold stores (and can be 200-250kg over
the declared weight on paperwork)
• The ‘clear-out’ – all the odds and ends in one load with no
traceability records (and sometime no health marks)

Trim
• Ask your food factories to treat trim and off
cuts as they do their own product.
• We tested 7 days of corned beef trim ends.
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

ACC (300C for 48hrs)
Enterobacteriacae
Beta Glucaronidase Positive E coli
Listeria Monocytogenes
Listeria spp.s total
Coagulase positive Staphylococci
Salmonella spps

PHE Lab testing
• Product 1
– 5kg blue bags (colour of relevance?)
– Looks like floor/board scrapings in some cases.
– Not an organised product (so not ends all packed
in rows like ‘little soldiers’)
– Vac packed

• We tested by day of production as there were
a number.

• We tested 5kg packs of corned beef trim thus:

Worst results per days production were
Days
Production

TVC

Enterobacteriacae

09/07/13

Borderline

3.7x106

Borderline

11/07/13

Borderline

1.1x105

6/7/13

unsatisfactory

13/7/13
10/9/13

Decision

OTHER
RESULTS

6.4x102

For heat treatment
only treat as raw

Satisfactory 1
borderline 4

Satisfactory

<10

For heat treatment
only treat as raw

Satisfactory 4
borderline 1

1.1x104

unsatisfactory

2.0x107

Unfit

Borderline 4
Unsatisfactory 1

unsatisfactory

2.3x107

unsatisfactory

>1.5x104

Unfit

Unsatisfactory 5

unsatisfactory

>1.5x108

unsatisfactory

>1.5x104

Unfit

Unsatisfactory 5

Routes of disposal
• Into another cold store (we have followed vehicles all over the
country!) to make sure the food is removed from the food
chain.
• To a renderer e.g. DeMulder (Now PDM Group)-formal but
they charge for disposal (up to £1 per kg) especially if its
spicy!
• To an approved kennels with ABP approval (eg the Hunt) –
managed by TSO (informal) and free, see the Defra Act 3 list.
• To a dog chew manufacturer eg. Burns (informal/formal) they
get paid 10p to 99p per kg for it.
• To waste (formal) (it costs the LA but this can be included in s9
FSA costs)

The food that went for a drive.
• One broker agreed for his food to go to a dog chew renderer.
• It was collected by another cold stores chain ( I actually
agreed to it being moved by the cold stores own vehicle)
• I called the cold stores concerned. ‘ you have a consignment
of Cat 3 on one of your lorries with no health marks or use by
dates’. ‘we will get back to you’ they say.
• The operations director called and asked what he could do. I
gave him the option of running it straight to the dog chew
place – ‘ No can do’ he says, then it was delivered straight
back to the cold stores.
• Result – angry phone call from the food owner, who then
arranged for it to be disposed of the way we initially agreed.
Food miles – many hundreds, but then its not food is it!

Myths and folklore
• Freezing meat means there is no water activity
– Wrong; at -18oC there can be up to 14% aw – enough for
some thermophiles to grow very slowly

• Cl botulinum (from botulus", the Latin word for
sausage) is only a theoretical hazard for meats.
– Wrong – above 8oC for >5 days can be enough to allow
sporulation.

• Then ask them how they can guarantee the
historical cold chain.

POTENTIAL CLOSTRIDIUM BOTULINUM HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH EXTENDED
SHELF-LIFE REFRIGERATED FOODS: A REVIEW
D. E. CONNER, ; V. N. SCOTT, D. T. BERNARD and D. A. KAUTTER
Article first published online: 3 APR 2007

• Clostridium botulinum may pose a hazard in extended shelflife refrigerated foods. Nonproteolytic strains of C. botulinum,
which can grow at refrigeration temperatures, may be given
sufficient time to grow if the shelf-life is extensive. Proteolytic
strains may grow in these products if temperature abuse
occurs.
• Mild heat treatments and vacuum or modified atmosphere
packaging may select for C. botulinum and allow toxicity to
occur in organoleptically acceptable products. Multiple
barriers and multifactorial experiments to generate predictive
models are advocated to ensure safety of extended shelf-life
refrigerated foods.

• We had many conversations with Food Brokers about
C bot. They are remarkably well informed, and had
persuasive counter arguments. What they often lack
is records (to disprove temperature abuse).
• With Enterobacteriacae, we had similar
conversations. ‘ It might have high ACC and Entero,
but we are going to have the product treated.’ and
then produced results for heat treated product form
a private lab. My view. Its in its final state . My
bosses view – good luck
• Outcome – it was sent to a dog food factory
• Why – because once the ‘food’ changes hands no
guarantee can be put on its future treatment.

Life before Torfaen
• We (like many of you) took a pragmatic view
of use by dates – if the product was going to
be further processed. This was based on
– ‘Its going to be cooked’.
– Rancidity and spoilage organisms will give away
temperature abuse (they do).
– Foods are generally NOT temperature abused.

Now
• ‘Use by’ only applies to food in a state for
consumption by the final consumer (incl. FBO’s)
• We will do a lot more micro and work with TS for the
public analyst (evidence based approach)
• We did not have to S.9 FSA any of the food, we used
evidence to push for disposal by the FBO, but we will
• We defrost packs & examine organoleptically.
• We ask about the value and trade-ability of the
foods.

Clearing all the food from the cold
store
• Took until 27 October 2014.
• Required over 50 release forms.
• Required a quarantine area (as it is an
approved stores)
• Was a pain in the %^I&
• Was all done informally, eventually.

Reflection
• We reflected.
– I think we could have used Reg.29 in many cases, but this
goes against our ‘support business’ ethos.
– The Authorised officer certifies it unfit - easier. This
eliminates the ‘fit or not fit’ question later, which is
hampering the extent of prosecutions.
– I was prepared to Section 9 it, but legal were cautious, on
the basis of use by dates/freezer burn/rancidity etc..
– I was invited to ‘play golf’ and ‘come along to see the
rugby’ many times.

The net outcome
• 5 brokers
– We are prosecuting one broker, The dog food
handler
– Another authority is prosecuting 2 (for related
offences)
– Broker A may lose his approval for the relabelling
offences.
– The 5th is playing golf somewhere in Croatia.

Any questions?

And thanks for listening

